We use an estimate on the Thurston-Bennequin invariant of a Legendrian link in terms of its Kauffman-polynomial to show that links of topological unknots, e.g. the Borromean rings or the Whithead link, may not be represented by Legendrian links of Legendrian unknots.
In [2] Eliashberg classified all Legendre knots representing the unknot in terms of their ThurstonBennequin number, tb, and their rotation, r. Bennequin's inequality in these cases reads as tb + |r| ≤ −1.
Thus the Legendre knot given by the wavefront of the 'eye' which has tb = −1, r = 0 is referred to as the trivial Legendrian knot. The answer is negative in general and the new obstructions are given by a sharper inequality on the Thurston-Bennequin number governed by the Kauffman polynomial K(x, t) which was independently found by Chmutov and Goryunov [1] and Fuks and Tabachnikov [3] . It simply states that the Thurston-Bennequin number is not bigger than the minus the maximal degree in the variable x of the Kauffman polynomial:
The contribution of the author is to apply this to links of topological unknots. We had to be careful because the two groups of authors [1, 3] 
-Bennequin number of that link is simply given by the sum of those of the components
In particular, it does not depend on the orientation of the components. 
From that we easily deduce the main result of that note 
